
I T A L I A N  W I N E S

Historically called 'The Land of Wine'
Italy provides us with some of the
oldest wine regions in the world. There
are 20 wine regions, each with their
own unique varietals and styles with
over 350 grape varieties (the widest
range in the world).

W H I T E  W I N E
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2.95 14.955.253.95PINOT GRIGIO PRIMI SOLI 12%  off dry, crisp and fruity with a2
wonderful hint of lemon. Produced in Colli Berici in the Veneto region.

3.50 17.956.254.75AMATORE BIANCO VERONE 12.5%  An award winning blend of2
Sauvignon Blanc and Garganega grapes, produces a beautiful straw-yellow colour with
intense citrus and tripical fruit aromas.

18.95VIALA GARGANEGA/TREBBIANO 12.5%  A very traditional Italian blend of wines that2
matches beautifully with it's food. Mouth-watering with a delicate palate of soft fruits,
leaving you wanting more!

19.95VERMENTINO SALENTO IGT PODERE DON CATALDO 12.5%  harvested in early1
September in the Puglia region, it has a pale straw yellow colour. Aromas of tropical
fruit, sage and mediterranean herbs. On the palate it has good acidity, full and elegant
body with a pleasant mineral note

21.95CHARDONNAY PIEMONTE DOC GRANDE PASSOLO ROCCA 13.5%  Classic Chardonnay2
from Piedmont region, with intense fruit aromas and tropicl notes.

23.50GAVI DI GAVI IL PORTINO 12.5%  The phrase Gavi di Gavi means this wine was2
produced speifically in the small town of Gavi from the Cortese grape, ensuring the
very best quality. It is fruity and aromatic with just a hint of mineral notes and a
mouth-watering citrus finish.



R E D  W I N E
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2.95 14.955.253.95SANGIOVESE PRIMI SOLI 12.5%  the grape mostly used forB
making the Chianti (but not made in the Chianti region) an elegant combination of
cherries and  red fruits

3.50 17.956.254.75AMATORE ROSSO VERONA 13%  This award winning wine is aC
gorgeous blend of Merlot and Corvina ( the grape used in making Barolo) . Over-ripe
fruit flavours with soft tannins and a long, intriguing finish

19.25PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT PODERE DO CATALDO 13.5%  Primitivo is the ItalianC
Zinfandel. Harmonious aromas of ripe red fruit spices on the nose with a pleasant hint
of liquorice. Full and warm palate with noble tannins

21..95ROCCA DELLE MACIE CHIANTI CLASSICO 13.5%  The true home of the SangioveseC
grape. Intense red colour, Easy drinking, dry and balanced with ripe berry aromas and
rich cherry flavours on the palate…just stunning!

23.95VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOCG LUCIANO ARDUINI 14.5%  'Ripasso' meaningC
'repassed'. The lighter Valpolicella wine is passed over the remainders of the “bigger”
Amarone wine, adding additional color, texture and flavor. Dry with a notable structure.
This wine has a rich taste of red fruits, with light traces of sour cherry preserve and
elegant spicy tones

R O S E
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2.95 14.955.253.95PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH PRIMI SOLI 12%  a very easy style of2
wine with a soft, refreshing burst of summer red fruits

S P A R K L I N G

4.95 21.95PROSECCO SERENELLO EXTRA DRY 11%  the delicious aromas of1
apple and pear melt into a smooth and fresh wine on the palate

P R O S E C C O  C O C K T A I L S

5.45BELLINI  proseco
with peach puree

5.45ROSSINI  prosecco
with strawberry puree

6.25APEROL SPRITZ 
Aperol, prosecco and a
dash of soda


